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 An attempt to interpret CNN

 SVD helps understanding CNN

 An interpretation of CNN weight vectors: we view
each weight vector within a layer as a projection
basis, as well as an exemplar in the embedded
feature space of input layer.

 SVD says Yes to the question: Once CNN learns a set of
projection basis, i.e., weight vectors for a certain layer,
which projection direction does CNN consider most
important? Can this set of weight vectors be replaced by an
orthogonal weight matrix with the learned discriminative
ability maintained?

 Motivation: correlation among weight vectors
indicates redundancy between exemplars, and may
compromise the learned feature representation for
pedestrian retrieval (as well as for some other tasks).
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 Train CNN like educating children
 Restraint and Relaxation Iteration training
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 Decorrelated weight vectors, dissimilar exemplars
“increase – stagnate” echoing “Restraint – Relaxation”.
When educating children, a similar rhythm is encouraged!

 Performance
 Goal:

uncorrelated weight vectors
independent exemplars
enhanced discriminative ability

 Why are PCA and other decorrelating methods inferior?
PCA ignores the most
important P1 projection
direction.

 SVDNet contains an Eigenlayer before the last FC layer
of the backbone model. The weight vectors of the
Eigenlayer are expected to be orthogonal. In testing,
either the Eigenlayer input feature or the Eigenlayer
output feature is employed for retrieval.

 Higher performance is achieved with data augmentation, e.g.,
87% Rank-1 on market-1501
Other methods degrade
the performance.

 SVDNet may be extended to some other computer vision tasks.
SVDNet based on resnet-20 achieves 93.5% (+1.7%) top-1
accuracy on Cifar-10 dataset.

